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The LITTLE BOX series at Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT) is running now through November 22 in

the Storefront Studio Theatre. Now in its 4th year, Little Box is part of CPT's commitment to local

playwrights and producers and was created as a series of staged readings of new work in

development.

One of the many original works being presented this season is writer Jonathan Wilhelm's show,

PUBLIC DISPLAYS. The comedy asks the question: why is it easier to confide to strangers what we

really should be telling the people we love? Directed by Doug Farren, this reading features Alan

Branstein, John Busser, Agnes Herrmann, Sarah Kunchik, Deb Magid, Lynna Synder Metrisin, and

John Steuhr. Public Displays will be read on Saturday, November 20, 2010.

Jonathan Wilhelm took a few minutes to give some insight into his piece, and on the Little Box

experience.

Kate Miller: What's the nutshell premise of Public Displays? 

Jonathan Wilhelm: Public Displays is about how it's easier for people reveal things to strangers that

they (perhaps) should be telling the people they love and who love them. In turn, it's also about how

strangers can change our lives in unexpected ways. Every scene takes place is a public venue: a

coffee shop, a city park, a beach, a car repair shop, etc. The relationships between the characters are

slowly revealed over the course of the play.
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KM: What gave you the idea for the show and when did you start writing it? 

JW: The play was inspired by two events in my life: 

1) My good friend Emily got married this past summer. At her reception, Emily and her husband Josh

gave all the guests a journal. I felt I should write something in my journal that reflected my

experiences of that day.

At a wedding, you may meet people for the first time. These are people who've had an important

connection to this friend you've had for years and yet, you know nothing about them. Maybe you've

never even heard your friend mention them. People ask each other, "And how do you know the

bride/groom?" This question can lead you to discover things you never knew about your friend. I

thought this was an interesting phenomena to explore. Although there's no scene in the play at a

wedding reception, there are two wedding dresses, a character who's a wedding planner and an off-

stage wedding. I started writing the play in the journal the very next day.

2) The second event was something that happened to me when I was working at a bookstore a few

years ago. I answered the phone - it was a person who lived in New England who was looking to

relocate to Cleveland. She thought maybe we would have some books she could purchase over the

phone and have sent to her. Long story short: we had an instant connection and when she and her

husband did, in fact, move to the Cleveland area, they sought me out at work. This couple -

unbeknownst to them - really touched my life. I wanted to relate this personal experience in a fictional

way.

Maybe there were three things that inspired my play. My rabbi once gave me a personal blessing:

"May you discover unexpected moments of strength and beauty." I've been trying to be aware of

those moments every since he said those words.

KM: How many actors will read for you? 

JW: I have been very lucky in assembling a strong cast for the reading. Sarah Kunchik and James

Rankin portray Justine and Jake; John Stuehr and Agnes Herrmann are Charlie and Claire; John

Busser and Alan Branstein are Benjamin and Isaac; and Deborah Magid and Lynna Metrisin are

Greta and Helen. It should be noted that Agnes Herrmann and Deborah Magid are appearing at this

reading through the auspices of Actor's Equity Association. Doug Farren is the director and

Margaretta Parish will read the stage directions.

KM: What do you want the audience to take away from the piece? 

JW: In a staged reading, the audience has an extremely important role. The play is in development,

and it has never been seen in its entirely before an audience. As the playwright, I'm looking forward

to the opportunity of listening to the audience: are they laughing where I wanted them to laugh or

where I didn't want them to laugh? Are they paying close attention? Are they bored and fidgety? Is

everything about the play clear to the audience or are they confused? After the reading, the audience

will participate in a feedback session, where they can express their opinion of the play. It's an

amazing chance for audience members to express their thoughts. The audience's comments will help



inform and shape future versions of the play.

That said, I always want my plays to evoke a strong emotional reaction. I want people to recognize

the universality of their own experiences even in characters who may be different from themselves.

I've called Public Displays my Chinese Puzzle Box Play, because although it proceeds chronologically,

it's not linear; there are four distinct story arcs, yet there is important information revealed in scenes

that are about characters in the previous scene or the following scene. I am hoping the audience will

listen intently and make the connections.

KM: Why did you decide to use Little Box as a vehicle for your script? 

JW: I was very lucky that the script reading committee at Cleveland Public Theatre decided my play

was worthwhile to be included in Little Box. Only eight scripts were selected from hundreds that were

submitted.

The trajectory of developing a new play can be long and arduous - but exciting. Cleveland

playwrights have a wonderful venue at the Dark Room, which is run by CPT and the Cleveland

Theatre Collective every second Tuesday of the month. You're allowed to bring in ten pages of a

script you're working on and have it read aloud. This is where the first scenes of Public Displays were

performed.

Public Displays has already been through a second draft: a scene was cut and three new scenes

were added. After Little Box, I will most likely write a third draft based not only on my personal

reactions from hearing and watching the play, but from the audience's feedback. I hope local

audiences will attend as many Little Box productions as they can in order to discover the playwrights

in their own backyards and to be part of this exciting process.

------------

PUBLIC DISPLAYS can be seen on Saturday, November 20, 2010 in the Storefront Studio. For more

information on LITTLE BOX and the shows that will be featured in it, visit www.cptonline.org.

### 

Do you have a Cleveland area performing arts related story or event? If so, contact Cleveland

Performing Arts Examiner, KATE MILLER at KateMillerExaminer@yahoo.com with your pitch!
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